
Winning Wilson

Mike Wilson reduced his S&P 500 base case from 4,400 to 3,900, which now assumes a 16.5x P/E

multiple on forward (June ‘24) EPS of $236. He expects the market multiple to de-rate further from

current levels over the next 12 months, driven by a higher equity risk premium (~325 bps) as earnings,

economic, policy and geopolitical uncertainty remain high. The multiple compression assumed in his

base case is fairly modest given the recent drawdown in equities, but sees elevated risk of the market

multiple overshooting his base case to the downside in the near-term.

Morgan Stanley

The bull in bear "stuff"

Percentage of stocks at 52 week lows continues moving sharply higher. BofA writes: "Even up days in

the market are adorned with abnormally high number of new 52-week lows". That doesn't sound overly

great...

BofA

Plenty of catching up to do

It is all about the central banks. As BofA shows, global manufacturing PMI has a lot of catching up to do

if we are to follow the path of central banks.

BofA
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NASDAQ - the no panic sell off

Are people finally understanding the difference between pace and direction? NASDAQ at new recent

lows, and VXN not making new recent highs...

Refinitiv

Stress MOVEing lower

Bond volatility, MOVE index, moves lower despite all things going on globally. Note that bond volatility

actually put in a rather big down day. VIX finished red as well. It all started with fear moving higher that

very few paid attention to. Now the inverse is starting to play out...

Refinitiv

Bitcoin vols surging further

Bitcoin vols are exploding even higher post the CPI figures. The entire crypto situation is very fluid post

the stablecoin collapses. Let's see if 30k holds or not. Bitcoin as the preferred global vol hedge (here)

has played out extremely well, but chasing it here is a very late trade, unless you think the entire space

is about to collapse.

Genesisvolatility

Bitcoin the new VIX substitute?

Bitcoin has definitely not worked like the global hedge so many were talking about last year. On the

contrary, VIX and BTC have moved in tandem. The latest sell off in equities has occurred without VIX

moving much to the upside. Though, what has extended more is BTC. Is BTC the new VIX? BTC inverted

vs VIX needs little commenting...
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Refinitiv

Crypto flipping

The largest proportion of daily crypto trading volumes is from crypto institutions (exchanges,

custodians, crypto funds, etc.), much of which comes from them trading with each other. 

Retail traders were dominant around four years ago, when Bitcoin traded below $10K. That said, the

increased involvement of institutions (which are sensitive to availability of capital and therefore

interest rates) has contributed to the high correlation between bitcoin and equities. Chainalysis

estimated that >40% of crypto trading volumes in 2Q21 was from large institutions, those with

transaction sizes over $10M.

Morgan Stanley

Yields - higher for longer...really?

Let's zoom out for a bit and look at the US 10 year weekly longer term chart. The 3-3.2% area is huge

resistance and RSI is very overbought. Obviously this time is different, but last time everybody saw the

break out higher in yields (2018) things decided to turn lower...

Refinitiv

Time for some mean reversion in yields?

We are high up in the "range...
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